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Abstract

Electronic voting (e-voting) is an electronic means for casting and counting votes. It is an efficient and cost-effective
way for conducting a voting procedure, which has characteristic of being magnanimous data and real time and
requesting high safety. However, concerns on security of networking and privacy of communication for e-voting have
been grown. Securing e-voting is very urgent and has becoming a popular topic in the area of communications and
networking. We present techniques to exploit blockchain in P2P network to improve the security of e-voting. First, we
design a synchronized model of voting records based on distributed ledger technology (DLT) to avoid forgery of
votes. Second, we design a user credential model based on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) to provide
authentication and non-repudiation. Third, we design a withdrawal model that allows voters to change their vote
before a preset deadline. By integrating the above designs, a blockchain-based e-voting scheme in P2P network is
proposed for essential requirements of e-voting process. To prove and verify the scheme, a blockchain-based e-voting
system for multiple candidates has been designed on Linux platforms in P2P network. The system involves electronic
voting theory, cryptography, and software engineering theory. The implementation result shows that it is a practical
and secure e-voting system, which solves the problem on forgery of votes during e-voting. The blockchain-based
e-voting system can be applied to a variety of networking applications directly.
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1 Introduction
Voting is amethod tomake a collective decision or express
an opinion among a group or a meeting or electorates [1].
Voting is usually following debates, discussions, and elec-
tion campaigns. During voting, the person to be elected
is the candidate of an election, and the person who casts
a ballot for their chosen candidate is voter [2]. Usually,
the voter can vote in accordance with the list of candi-
date or vote for any other persons he/her prefers. Voting
ballots must be unsigned and marked by the voters in pri-
vate booths so that no one else can find out for whom
a citizen is voting [3]. Since the 17th century, voting has
been the usual mechanism by which modern represen-
tative democracy has operated [4]. Voting is also used
in many other private organizations and groups, such as
clubs, corporations, and voluntary associations [5].
With the rapid development of the Internet and infor-

mation technologies, many conventional offline services
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such as voting, mail, payment, are migrating to online
ones [6]. The online voting is known as electronic voting
(e-voting). It is an electronic means for casting and count-
ing votes [7]. Users of e-voting are voters and election
authorities. The voter can submit his/her or her votes elec-
tronically to the election authorities from any location via
e-voting [8]. The election authorities are responsible for
collecting votes from voters. E-voting can save time and
effort with high efficiency and flexibility, which is getting
more and more attentions instead of traditional voting
[9]. With the development of Internet, e-voting became
the important means of many organizations [10]. Kiayias
et al. [11] proposed an efficient E2E verifiable e-voting
system without setup assumptions. Ahene et al. [12]
proposed a certificateless deniably authenticated encryp-
tion and its application to e-voting system. Kshetri and
Voas [13] proposed a blockchain-enabled e-voting system.

1.1 Motivations
E-voting is an efficient and cost-effective way for con-
ducting a voting procedure, which has characteristic of
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being magnanimous data and real time and requesting
high safety [14].
However, concerns on security of Internet and pri-

vacy of communication have been grown [13]. Anonymity
needed by e-voting cannot meet by encryption alone
[11]. For example, a vote should not be traceable back
to the voter in e-voting. E-voting uses computers, mobile
devices, and internet to accomplish the whole vote pro-
cedure, which is a research field of cryptography with the
basic of encryption and signature algorithms [12, 15, 16].
How to design a more secure and practical e-voting

system has becoming a popular topic in the area of indus-
try and information security [17]. In order to improve
the security and anonymity of the e-voting, we present
techniques to exploit blockchain to build new e-voting
systems.

1.2 Our contributions
Blockchain is based on distributed ledger technology
(DLT) and invented by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008
[18–22]. It synchronizes the ledgers replicated among
multiple nodes by using community validation, which
is adopted to serve as the public transaction ledger of
the crypto-currency Bitcoin [23–37]. We present tech-
niques to exploit blockchain to improve the security of
e-voting. First, we design a synchronized model of voting
records based on DLT to avoid forgery of votes. Sec-
ond, we design a user credential model based on elliptic
curve cryptography (ECC) to provide authentication and
non-repudiation. Third, we design a withdrawal model
that allows voters to change their vote before a preset
deadline. By integrating the above designs, we propose
a blockchain-based e-voting scheme, which meets the
essential requirements of e-voting process.
To prove and verify the scheme, a blockchain-based e-

voting system for multiple candidates has been designed
on Linux platforms. The system involves electronic voting
theory, cryptography, and software engineering theory.
The implementation result shows that it is a practical
and secure e-voting system, which solves the problem
on forgery of votes. The blockchain-based system can be
applied to a variety of voting applications directly.

1.3 Organization
Section 2 introduces the e-voting scheme based on

blockchain briefly. Section 3 proposes an e-voting scheme
based on blockchain. Section 4 presents efficient imple-
mentations and results are evaluated and discussed.
Section 5 summarizes our design.
2 Method
The study of this paper originates from a need to design
a more secure and practical e-voting system, since it has
becoming a popular topic in the area of industry and infor-
mation security. Blockchain is based on DLT and invented

by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008. Blockchain is a growing
list of blocks. Each block except the first block stores its
previous block’s hash value. It synchronizes the ledgers
replicated amongmultiple nodes by using community val-
idation, which is adopted to serve as the public transaction
ledger of the crypto-currency Bitcoin.
We present techniques to exploit blockchain to improve

the security of e-voting. Compared with the original
blockchain, the improvements are as follows:
(1) We design a synchronized model of voting records

based on DLT to avoid forgery of votes.
(2) We design a user credential model based on ECC to

provide authentication and non-repudiation.
(3) We design a withdrawal model that allows voters to

change their vote before a preset deadline.
By integrating the above designs, we propose a

blockchain-based e-voting scheme, which meets the
essential requirements of e-voting process.
We illustrate the blockchain-based e-voting scheme as

follows:
(1) The blockchain-based e-voting scheme is public,

distributed, and decentralized. It can record votes from
voters across many mobile devices and computers.
(2) The blockchain-based e-voting scheme allows the

voters to audit and verify the votes inexpensively.
(3) The database of votes is managed autonomously and

is using a distributed server of timestamp on a peer-to-
peer network.
(4) Voting on blockchain is a workflow where voters’

regarding data security is marginal, which removes the
characteristic of infinite reproducibility from e-voting.
Based on the illustration above, the scheme is depicted

in Fig. 1 and is designed as follows:
(1) Voting blockchain: it is a growing list of voting

blocks.
(2) Voters: the person who casts a ballot for his/her cho-

sen candidate is voter. The voter can vote or withdraw a
vote.
(3) Voting office: it is the organization of voting. It can

query the public key of the voter, verify the votes, and
query the votes.
(4) Public key infrastructure (PKI): it is a set of proce-

dures that manage public-key encryption.
(5) Vote database: it is a database according to the

statistics of votes that updated by voting office.
(6) Miners: the responsibility of miners is to deal with

accepted votes and adding them to the public voting
blockchain.

3 A blockchain-based e-voting scheme
3.1 Overview of the blockchain-based e-voting scheme
Wedesign a blockchain-based scheme for secure e-voting.
First, a synchronized model of voting records based on
DLT is designed to avoid forgery of votes. Second, a user
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Fig. 1 Blockchain-based e-voting scheme

credential model based on ECC is designed to provide
authentication and non-repudiation. Third, a withdrawal
model is designed that allows voters to change their vote
before a preset deadline.
We introduce the block definition, user credential based

on ECC, computing the hash value based on SHA-256 and
mining and generation of voting blocks in the following.

3.2 Block definition
The blockchain for e-voting is designed based on DLT. It
is a list of blocks, which is depicted in Fig. 2. It can be
observed from Fig. 2 that the blockchain for e-voting is
represented as a series of voting blocks chained to each

other in a sequential manner. The first block is called
genesis block.
Each block contains voter’s ID, vote, voter’s signature,

timestamp, and digest(hash) of the previous block, which
is depicted in Fig. 3 and illustrated as follows:
(1) Voter’s ID: the person who casts a ballot for his/her

chosen candidate is voter. Voter’s ID is randomly assigned
to a person who has the right to vote.
(2) Vote: voting ballot is to state a ballot to voter’s chosen

candidate.
(3) Voter’s signature: voting ballot is marked by the vot-

ers as a signature so that no one else can find out for
whom a citizen is voting. Voter uses his/her private key
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Fig. 2 The blockchain for e-voting

to sign the hash of the vote, which is used to judge the
authenticity of vote.
(4) Timestamp: timestamp is used to record submission

time of the block. The block with a higher value of sig-
nature is selected over others when they have the same
timestamp.
(5) Hash of the previous block: we use SHA-256 algo-

rithm to compute the hash value of the previous block.
Thus, the blockchain-based e-voting scheme is non-

repudiation and is resistant to modification of the data.

3.3 User credential based on ECC
We design a user credential model based on ECC to
provide authentication and non-repudiation. The main
improvement is as follows:
(1) Voting ballot is marked by the voters as a signature so

that no one else can find out for whom a citizen is voting.
(2) Voter uses his/her private key to sign the hash of the

vote by using ECDSA signature, which is used to judge the
authenticity of the vote.
We use O to denote the identity element and use G to

denote the elliptic curve base point. n is the integer order
in n × G = O. Ln is used to denote the bit length of n.
For a voter to sign his/her vote v, he/she must create pri-

vate and public keys. The private key is a integer, which
is denoted by dA. The public key is a curve point QA =
dA × G, where × is elliptic cure point multiplication.
The signing process is depicted in Fig. 4 and illustrated

as follows:

(1) Compute v′ = HASH(v).
(2) Suppose that z be the Ln leftmost bits of v′.
(3) Select a random integer k from [ 1, n − 1].
(4) Compute (x1, y1) = k × G.
(5) Compute r = x1 mod n. If r == 0, return to (3).
(6) Compute s = k−1(v′ + rdA) mod n. If s == 0, return

to (3).
(7) The signature of the vote is (r, s).

3.4 Compute the hash value based on SHA-256
We compute the hash value based on SHA-256. By com-
paring the hash value to a expected hash value, the data’s
integrity can be determined.
SHA-256 is frequently used in the e-voting scheme for

compute the hash value, which is depicted in Fig. 5 and
illustrated as follows:
(1) Themessage is denoted bymwith binary expression.
(2) Pad m with 100...000 sequence and the length of m

with 64-bit expression, i.e.,m′ = pad(m).
(3) m′ is broken into 512-bit chunks, i.e., M(1),M(2),

...,M(N).
(4) 64 constants are used, which are denoted by

W0,W1, ...,W63, respectively.
(5) Eight working variables labeled A = 0x6A09E667,

B = 0xBB67AE85, C = 0x3C6EF372, D = 0xA54FF53A,
E = 0x510E527F , F = 0x9B05688C, G = 0x1F83D9AB,
and H = 0x5BE0CD19 are used as the initial hash value.
(6) Compute the 64-cycle cryptographic iterative com-

putation for the first chunk, i.e.,M(1). Repeat the iterative

Fig. 3 Voting block
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Fig. 4 Sign the hash of the vote

computation for the next chunk based on the result for the
last chunk.
(7) The result of the last iterative computation is the

hash.

3.5 Mining and generation of voting blocks
All votes in the blockchain are cryptographically linked
block by block. Many secure hash algorithms can be
applied to solve the problem of condensing the message
in the current block to produce a message digest, such as
SHA-256.
New block is generated by users from the P2P network.

The new block generation is based on PoW algorithm.
When a new vote is submitted and verified, miner gen-
erates a new block with the information of vote and
broadcasts the new blocks to the network. If new blocks
have the same timestamp, the block with a higher value of
signature is selected over others.

4 Results
In this section, we illustrate the scheme and implement th
e system on Linux platform.We use Python programming

language for source codes. The Linux platform for imple-
mentation is Ubuntu. Each block contains voter’s ID, vote,
voter’s signature, timestamp, and hash of the previous
block. Blockchain-based e-voting system for multiple can-
didates has been designed on Linux platforms. The imple-
mentation result shows that it is a practical and secure
e-voting system, which solves the problem on forgery of
votes during e-voting.
Compared with other e-voting systems, blockchain-

based e-voting system is more secure and anonymous.
(1) Anonymous: each user in blockchain-based e-voting

system uses an ID instead of his real identity and the
system is decentralized without a third party. Thus, the
privacy of the users is protected.
(2) Security: we design a synchronized model of voting

records based on DLT to avoid forgery of votes. Thus, it is
very difficult to forge votes.
(3) Non-repudiation: we design a user credential model

based on ECC to provide authentication and non-
repudiation. Thus, it is very difficult to deny a vote.
(4) Withdrawable: we design a withdrawal model that

allows voters to change their vote before a preset

Fig. 5 Compute the hash value based on SHA-256
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deadline. It meets the essential requirements of e-voting
process.

4.1 Initialization
At this stage, initialization of the e-voting system is
depicted in Fig. 6 and illustrated as follows:
(1) Every voter is issued a credential by voting office in a

secure way, which includes a unique identity ID and a list
of candidates.
(2) Every voter generates private key randomly.
(3) Every voter computes the public key based on the

private key.
(4) Voters keep their private keys.
(5) Voters send their public keys to the PKI in a secure way.
(6) Miners are elected randomly.
(7) The first block is generated.

4.2 Voting
The voter can vote in accordance with the list of candidate
or vote for any other persons he/her prefers. Generally,

the vote is public, thus the information of vote is not
encrypted.
The voting process is depicted in Fig. 7 and illustrated

as follows:
(1) Voter uses SHA-256 to generate the hash value of

H = Hash(ID + Vote + Timestamp).
(2) Voter uses his/her private key to generate a signature

S of the hash value H.
(3) Voter sends ID, Vote, Timestamp, S to the miner.
(4) The miner obtains the public key from the PKI

according to voter’s ID.
(5) The miner uses SHA-256 to generate the hash value

of H = Hash(ID+Vote+Timestamp).
(6) The miner uses the public key to verify S and

get H ′.
(7) The miner compares H and H ′. If H and

H ′ are the same, S is accepted. Otherwise, it is
rejected.
(8) The miner queries and verifies that voter has the

right to vote or enough votes.

Fig. 6 Initialization of the e-voting system
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Fig. 7 Voting

(9) The miner generates a new block with the previous
block’s hash value and the information of vote and adds it
to the blockchain.
Besides, the voter can withdraw his/her vote before a

preset deadline. The withdrawal process is similar to the
voting process.

5 Discussion
We propose a blockchain-based e-voting scheme, which
meets the essential requirements of e-voting process. All
votes in the blockchain is cryptographically linked block
by block. The block with a higher value of signature is
selected over others when they have the same timestamp.
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The voter can vote in accordance with the list of candidate
or vote for any other persons he/her prefers. Generally,
the vote is public, thus the information of vote is not
encrypted. The blockchain-based e-voting system can be
applied to a variety of voting situations and other appli-
cations. Although blockchain is a secure technology, it
uses ECC public key cryptography, which is not secure to
quantum computer attacks. Thus, blockchain with coun-
termeasures to quantum computer attacks is a future
research topic in this area.
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